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Abstract.
The standard measure of productivity growth is the Solow residual. Its evaluation
requires data on factor input shares or prices. Since these prices are presumed to match
factor productivities, the standard procedure amounts to accepting at face value what is
supposed to be measured. In this paper we determine total factor productivity growth
without recourse to data on factor input prices. Factor productivities aze defined as
Lagrange multipliers to the program that ma~cimizes the leve] of domestic final demand.
The consequent measure of total factor productivity is shown to encompass not only the
Solow residual, but also terms-of-trade and preference-shift effects. Using input-output
tables from 1962 to 1991 we show that the source of Canadian productivity growth has
shifted from technical change to terms-of-trade effects.
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structing the data. We are grateful to Carl Sonnen and to the participants of the Service Sector
Productivity and the Productivity Paradox conference for their helpful comments. We acknowledge
the financial support of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, CentER, the
Netherlands Foundation Eor the Advancement of Research (NWO), and the Association for Canadian
Studies in the Netherlands.



1 Introduction

The measurenrent of total factor productivity (TFP)-grow~t~h co~~stit.utes a conceptual
puzzle. It im.olves the rlse of wage aud rental rates t.o coust.ruct an input aggregate.
The growth rate of the latter is compared with the growth rate of output. When uut-
put grows faster thau input, there is productivity grow~th, room for increases in factor
rewards. Indeed. estimates of productivity grow~th are used to define the 'room' in col-
lective wage bargaining. However, since the underlying TFP measure hinges on wage
and rental rates. there is some circularity in the reasoning.

The puzzle is resolved for perfectly competitive economies. In such economies factor
inputs are rewarded according to their marginal productivities. TFP can be conceived
as the sum of these marginal productivities taken over all factor inputs. The consequent
growth rute agrees with the so called Solow residual measure of TFP-growth. Jorgenson
and Griliches (1967) and Solow (1957) have shown the equivalence with the shift of the
production possibility frontier. The trouble is, however, that observed c.~conomies are
not perfectly competitive. They are not even on their production possibility frontiers. If
we nonetheless stick to the conventional measures of TFP-growt.h, employing observed
value shares for labor and capital, it is not clear what we get. The residual no longer
isolates technical change effects, but also captures variations of the economy about the
competitive benchmack, such as changes in market power, returns to scale or the busi-
ness cycle. The approach of the literature is to correct. the Solow residual for those
effects, using information on the degrees that the economy departs from the competitive
benchrnark (Lerner index, returns-to-scale index or utilization rates) and modifying the
formula for the residual (Hall, 1990).

Rather tharr t.rying to get a handle on the vazious departures from perfect competition
or refining Solow residual expressions by means of inference, this paper attempts t.o
measure factor productivities directly on the basis of the fundamentals of the economy,
without recourse to mazket derivatives, such as factor shazes, in the use of weights. The
fundamentals are the usual ones: endowments, technology, and preferences. Endow-
ments are represented by a labor force and stocks of capital. Technology is given by the
combined inputs and outputs of the sectors of the economy. Preferences aze reflected by
the pattern of domestic final demand. All the information can be extracted from input
and output tables in real terms, that is constant prices. The productivities are deter-
mined as follows. We maximize the level of domestic consumption subject to material
balances and endowment constraints. Now, as is known from the theory of mathemati-
cal programming, the Lagrange multipliers associated with the endowment constraints
measure the marginal productivities of labor and capital: the consumption increments

per units of additional labor or capital. In economics, these Lagrange multipliers aze
shadow prices that would reign under idealized conditions of perfect competit.ion. We
declare these shadow prices to be the factor productivities.
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The main throretical contributions of our paper are two. First, we demonstrate that the
Lagrange multipliers fotmdation of factor productivities reconciles the fraltier approach
with the grow~th accounting literature. The reconciliation is mutually beneficiaL As
mentioned, the growth accountiug literature suffers from some circularity in the rea-
soning as it employs wage and recital rates. The frontier approach has the potential
of determining these values. Conversely, the frontier approach suffers from rnechanical
output measure~ and lack of interindustry analysis. We insert an economic criterion in
its tnathematical program and thus enrich the frontier approach with all the useful in-
gredients of mainstream TFP-analysis. The second theoretical contribution of our paper
is that it discloses the terms-of-trade effect in productivity analysis. It is well known
that an improvement in the terms of t.rade is eyuivalent to t.echnical progress. In this
paper we will demonstrate that TFP-growth based on Lagrange multiplier increases can
be decomposed into technical change, preference shift, and terms-of-trade effects. IVlost.
of the litcrature irnplicitly assumes an aggregated output. and, therefore, is unable to
detect. preference skufts or ternis-of-trade effects, identifying TFP-growth with the so-
called Solow rc~idual measure of technical change. Diewert and Morisson (1986) capture
terms-of-trade effects, but pay a high price in terms of modeling. Commodities mr~st
be divided a priori between exports and imports. This is not a tenable assumption over
a long period of analysis. :vloreover, they assume a jointness in outputs that precludes
specialization and even violates global convexity in production, an assumption nc~eded
for their analysis. ~t'e sha11 overcome this obstacle, by letting trade~ be free, including
its direction.

The last contribution of our paper is of an applied natute. While the functional forms
of the productivity formulas are shown to be perfectly consistent with the literature,
the values, part.icularly of the shares, are now endogenous and hence different. In other
words, our approach amounts to a revision of TFP-estimates and decompositions.

The paper is organized as follows. Factor productivities and TFP are defined by means of
a linear program in the next section. In section 3 we present the data of the Canadian
econorny from 1962 to 1991. In section 4 we present our results. The last section
conclud~.

2 Productivities

We ptish the economy to its frontier by maximization of the level of domestic final
demand, which excludes trade by definition. Exports and imports aze endogenous, con-
troled by the balance of payments. We malce no distinction between competitive and
non-competitive imports. (The latter are indicated by zeros in the malce table.)

Domestic final demand comprises consumption and investment. Investment is merely
a means to advance consumption, albeit in the future. We include it in the objective



function to account for future cunsumpt.ion. In fact, Weitzman (1976) shows that for
competitive economies domestic final demand measures the present discounted value of
future consumption.

cormnoriit~ 2

commodity 1

Figure 1.

Productivity growth will be defined as the measure of the shift of the frontier. Instead of
comparing observations of the economy in subsequent periods (represented by the dots
in Figure 1), we wiil compare the projections on the respective frontiers (the arrows).
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~Ve uonnalizo the Ievel uf doruestic final rlemand using base year prices, eT for corn-
rnuditics, r~ for non-business capital stock and vr~ for non-business labor. The primal
program reads

maxs,~.y(eT f f r~l' f w"l)c subject to
(VT - U)s ~ f c-~ J,q -: F

KsfAc C AI
Ls f lc c N (1)

-~rg G -ngi -: D
s 1 0.

Here the vasiables (s, c and g) and parameters (all other) are the following [with di-
mensions in brackets].

activity vector [~ of sectors]
level of domestic final demand [scalar]
vector of net exports [~ of tradeable commodities]
unit vector of all components one
transposition symbol
domestic final demand [~ of commodities]
base-year rental rate for non-business capital [~ of capital types]
base year price for non-business labor [scalar]
non-business capital stock (~ of capital types]
non-business labor employment [scalar]
rnake table [~ of sectors by ~ of commoditiesJ
use table [~ of commodities by ~ of sectors]
0-1 matrix placing tradeables [~ of commodities by ~ of tradeables]
final dernarrd [~ of commodities]
capital st.ock matrix [~ of capital types by y~ of sectors]
labor employment row vector [~ of sectors]
capital endowment Ke f k[~ of capital types]
labor force [scalar]
U.S. relative price row vector [~ of tradeables]
vector of net exports observed at time t[~ of tradeables]
observed trade deficit [scalar].

Productivities are not measured using market prices, but are determined by the dual
program, which, as is well known, solves for the Lagrange multipliers of the primal
program. These measure the marginal products of the objective value with respect to
the corrstraiuing entit.ies, unlike observed factor rewards with all their distortions. The



dual program reads

T711IlPr,w,e~o T'M11 -~ wN f éD subject to
p(VT - U) c rK t wL

pf~- rk f wl - eT f t rok f wol
pJ - ear.

(2)

The variables in the dual program are shadow prices: p of commodities, r of capital
(~ of capital types), w of labor and e of foreign debt (the exchange rate). Since the
cornmodity constraint in the primal program has a zero bound, p does not show up in the
objective function of the dual program. p is normalized by the second dual constraint,
essentially about unity.2

~Ve now introduce the concept of productivity growth. Since labor productivity is the
Lagrange rnultiplier or shadow price associated with the labor constraint, w, labor pro-
ductivity growth is the growth of w, w- dw~dt. Similazly, r is the vector of marginal
productivities for each type of capital stock and E the marginal productivity of the trade
deficit. Total factor productivity ( TFP)-growth is obtained by summing all factor pro-
ductivity growth figures over endowments, rM ~ti,N f r: D, and normalizing by the level
of productivity, rtll f wN f ED. Formally,

Definition.

TFP-growth - (rM f wN -f ÉD)~(rM t wN t eD). (3)
Remark. Replacement of ( f, k, l) by (af, ak, al) in the primal program with a~ 0
yields solution (s,c~~,g). The value of the objective function is not affected. By the
main theorem of linear programming, rM f wN ~- E D is not either. In fact, the produc-
tivities are unaffected, as is, by extension, TFP-growth. The replacement does affect
t.he comrnodity prices, as to preserve the identity between the national product and the
national income, which we present next.

The above straightforward definition of TFP-growth is now related to the commonly
used Solow residual. By the main theorem of lineaz programnung, substituting the last
constraint of (2), we obtain the macro-economic identity of nationa] product and income
(apart from the net exports on either side):

pfcfrkcfwlc-rM-fwNfeD.

By total differentiation of (4):

TFP-growth - [(pf c-F rkc f wlc) - rM - wN - eD]~(pfc -~ rkc f wlc)

(4)

(5)
zp is not a device to convert nomínal values to real values, but a price vector that sustains the

optimal allocation oE resources in the linear program.
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To establish the link with the Solow residual, focus on the numerator,

(PF - P.Ig f rkc f rslr) - r(fí s f rkc) - w(Ls ~- lc) - r- e(rrg) . (6)

Differentiating procíucts, rearranging terms, and using the dual constraint and the defi-
nition of F presented in the primal program, we obtain

pF - r(Ks)~ - w(Ls)~
- pJg f s(~rg)
f p(F - Jg) -}- (rkc)" - r(kc)~ -F ( wlc)~ - w(lc)
- (7)
pF - r(Ks)' - w(Ls)
f e~g
f pf c f rkc -~ wlc.

We now have a surprising three-way decomposit.ion of total factor productivity growth.3
Technical change is represented by only one term, the first one, that is the Solow resid-
aal (SR). In remark 4 below it will be shown that it can be expressed as a weighted
sum of sectoral Solow residuals, where the weights change over time as final demand
composition effects move the relative importance of sectors ( Wolff, 1985). The second
term, eirg, represents the ternas-of-trade effect. Since proportional changes in rr are off-
set by a change in e, only relative international price changes matter. The last term
is the preference shift effect. To reveal it more closely, recall that pf f rk -}- wl may
be held corLStant by the retnark, so that the preference shift effect may be rewritten as
-(p f f rk f wl)c. If the pattern of domestic final demand, ( f, k, l), shifts towards com-
moditic~ with low opportunity costs, it becomes easier to satisfy the needs and, therefore,
TFP is boosted. This preference shift effect. comes on top of the just mentioned Wolff
(1985) demand effect. The terms-of-trade and preference shifts effects disappear when
there is only one commodity and no non-business income. Under these circumstances, n
is unity and p aLso by the second dual constraint, hence their derivatives vanish. In other
words, in a macro-economic setting TFP-growth reduces to the Solow residual. It should
be mentioned, however, that a tiny difference remains in the denominators. We divide
by pfcfrkct wlc - pF-pJg~-rkc~-wlc - pF-eng-Frkc-f-wlc - pF.}-eDi-rkcfwlc.
In other words, we account for the deficit and non-business incomes.

Examples. In three examples we will highlight the technical change, terms-of-trade,
and preference-shift. components of TFP-growth. The fust two examples feature no
trade, but ascribe all TFP-growth to either the Solow residual or the taste effect. The
third example illustrates the terms of trade effect. The examples differ by end situation.
The base situation is always an economy with labor inputs L-~ 3 3~ and commod-
ity outputs V- I. There is no trade, capital, intermediate inputs, or unemployed labor.

''Strictly speaking, there should be a fourth term with the slack changes, -rirM - wirN - eirp,

because in deriving (6) all constraints were assumed to be binding.
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In the flrst example, labor ernployment remains the same, but output shifts from com-

ru~~dit~. 2 to comrnodity 1, so that V turns ~ I ~ ó 1 fi ó~. The primal program

rf,a~ h

max (1 -F b~- 1- ó)c subject toC (1 -f- ó)sl 1 ) ((1 f ó)c 1
(1 - á)sz J l(1 - ó)c J

3S~ -~ 3S2 G `Z
S ~ O.

The solution is sl - s2 - c- 1 with value 2 for the objective function, both in the base
situation (á - 0) and t.he end sit.uation. By the macro-economic identity w was and is
1. Hence TFP-growth as defined in (3) is zero. There is technical change, however, for
output has shifted towards the resource intensive commodity, stepping outside the initial

product.ion possibility frontier. The Solow residual is pF -~3 á~ ( }ó ~- áó. Tlns

is basically the demand composition effect stressed by Wolff (1985)`. The new demand
is unfavorable. The preference shift effect is pfc. Since s is positive (by the material
balance), the first dual cor~straint is binding (by complimentaay slackness), so that the

price vector turns (ifó 1á) and, therefore, has derivative ~-3ó 3ó~ (for ó small), so

that the preference shift effect is ~-3ó áó~ ~ i~(for ó small) or -3ó.

The second example is similar, but now V turns ~ I 0 b 1 f 2ó )' The solut.ion to

the primal program becomes (1- b f 1 f2b) .1 - 2`f ó and the wage rate becomes 1~ 2
to sat.isfy (4). The gain, 2, has to be multiplied by the number of workers, 2, yielding
a TFP-growth of ó. It can be ascribed entirely to the preference-shift effect, for the
econorny shifts along its frontier, foregoing b of the doubly labor intensive commodity,
nr. 1, for 2ó of commodity nr. 2. Hence the Solow residual is zero.

In the third example, world prices (1 1) turn (1 ~- ó 1- ó), while L and V remain the

same. The linear program expands the domestic consumption vector, ( i~, by letting

the econorny specialize in the resource extensive commodity, nr. 2. Ou`tput is the same
before and after the international price change, but the terms of trade detiorate, reducing
the level of consumption and, therefore, the real wage rate and TFP.

Remarks.
1. The TFP measure used in Mohnen, ten Raa and Bourque (1997) is confined to
the Solow residual without the terms-of-trade and preference-shift effects. It was de-
rived from total differentiation of the complementary slackness conditions of the first
constraint of (2). There is also a slight normalization difference. In this paper, we nor-
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rualize with respect to r,l( f wN ~- eD - pfc f rkc -~ wlc, whereas Mohnen, ten Raa
and Bourque (1997) nonnalize with respect to pF - pfc } pJy.

2. Implicit in our model is the assumption of Leontief preferences over domestic final
demand. [ietail and banking servicc~s are components of the domestic final demand vec-
tor. In a way, one might argue that huuseholds favor reductions of these components.
The smaller the margins, the more efficient the economy. This effect is captured by
the preference shift effect component of TFP-growth. Factor productivity gairxs within
these service sectors are captured by the Solow residual

3. In discrete time, the expressions involving differentials are approximated using the
identitYxcyc-xc-iy~-r - ~e~~ycfyc~~yi, wherex~ - (2c-xc-r)~2c andxt - (xe-~x~-~)~2,
and similarly for y~ and yc.

4. By Domar's aggregation we can decompose the aggregate Solow residua] into sectoral
and group-sectoral Solow residuals. Let j index the sectors, i the commodities, and k the
sector groups. Denote a relative growth rate by Lj - Lj~Lj. Define the Solow residual
of group-sector k as:a

S~k - ~jEk(~iPiU,7is,7vji - ~;Piu,jsju,j - LuLjsjLj - ~,riKijsjKj),~iEk~iPi7Jiisi

Notice that if k- j, we get the Solow residual for sector j. It can be shown that our
aggregate Solow residual (SR) expression can be written as:

S~ - Lk LjEk Li Piti~isj
SR k (i3)

~~P;F

3 Data

We use the input-output tables of the Canadian economy from 1962 to 1991 at the
medium level of disaggregation, which has 50 industries and 94 commodities.

~The numerator of the Solow residual of sector j is

E;P;~(L'i; - u;~)sk] - E.r;(K;is~ toi~) - w(Lisi)

The product rule of differentiation yields the term in SRk, ptus, strictly speaking,

Eiek[E,P;Ívi; - u;~) - E;r,K;i - wL~]si - EiEkEiT'i~U

The first term can be interpreted as a structural change effect, contributing to productivity growth
through the activation of profitable sectors or the inactivation of unprofitable vectors. The second term

translates into productivity effects the reduction of idle resources.
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The cor~stant price input-output tables obtained from Statistics Canada are expressed

in 1961 prices from 1962 to 1971, in 1971 prices from 1971 to 1981, in 1981 pric~ from

1981 to 1986, and in 1986 prices from 1986 to 1991. All tables have been converted to

1986 prices using the chain nile. For reasorls of confidentiality, the tables contain ntiss-

ing cells. which we have filled using the following procedure. The vertical and horizontal

stntts in the make and use tables are compared with the reported line and column totals,

which do contain the tnissing values. We select the rows and columns where the two

figures differ by more than 5oío from the reported totals, or where the difference exceeds

5250 million. We then fill holes or adjust. cells on a case by case basis filling in priority

the intersections of the selected rows and columns, using the information on the input

or output structtue from other years, and making sure the new computed totals do not

exceed t.he reported ones.

There are tltree capital types, namely buildings, equipment, and infrastructure.~ The

gross capital stock, hours worked and labor earnings are from the KLEMS database

of St.atistics Canada, described in Johr~son (1994). In particular, corrections have been

made to include in labor the earnings of the self-employed, and to separate business

and uon-btisiness labor and capital. The total labor force figures aze taken from Cansim

(D767870) and converted in hours using the number of weekly hours worked in manufac-

turing (where it is the highest). Out of the 50 industries, no labor nor capital stock data

exist. for sectors 39, 40, 48, 49, 50, arrd no capital stock data for industry 46. The capital

stock for industry 46 has been constructed using the capital~labor ratio of industry 47

(both industries producing predominantly the same commodity).

The international commodity prices aze approximated by the U.S. prices, given that

70oIo of Canadàs trade is with the United States. We have used the U.S. producer

prices from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office of Employment Projection. The

169 commodit.y classification has been bridged to Statistics Canada's 94 commodity

classification. To convert U.S. prices to Canadian equivalents, we have used, whenever

ava.ilable, unit value ratios, (UVRs, which are industry specific) computed and kindly

provided to us by Gja1t de Jong (1996). The UVlis are computed using Canadian quan-

tities valued at U.S. prices. For the other corrunodities, we have used the purchasing

power parities computed by the OECD (which aze based on final demand categories).

The UVRs establish international price linkages for 1987, the PPPs for 1990 in terms of

~Statistics Canada calls them "building constructions," "equipment" and "engineering construc-

tions." Alternatively we could have modeled capital as being sector-specific, the so called putty-clay

model. We prefer the present hypothesis of sectoral mobility of capita! within each group for three rea-

sons. First, to let the economy expand, we would have needed capacity utilization rates which are badly

tneasured and unavailable for a number of service sectors. Second, to relieve a numerical collinearity

problem, we would have W relieve the capital constraint on the non-business sector. Third, the combi-

nation of 11 non-tradeables and sector-specific capacity expansion limits is too stringent. It would lead

to a high shadow price on construction commodities and zero shadow prices almost anywhere eLse.
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Canadian dollars per U.S. dollar. We hence need two more transformations. First, U.S.
dollars are converted to Canadian dollars using the exchange rates taken from Cansim
(series 0926~B3400). Second, since the input-output data are in 1986 prices, we neecí
the linkage for 1986, which is computed by using the respective countries' commodity
defiators: the producer price index for the U.S. (see above) and the total commodity
deflator from the make table (except for commodities 27, 93 and 94, for which we use
the irnport deflator from the final demarrd table) for Canada. Finally, international com-
rnodity pricrs are divided by a Canadian final demand weighted average of international
commodity prices to express t.hem in real terms.

Are considered as non-tradeable, services incidental to mining, residential construc-

tion, non-residential construction, repair construction, retail mazgins, imputed rent from
owner occupied dwellings, accommodation 8c food services, supplies for office, laborato-

rics 8L cafetaria, and t.ravel, advertising 8c promotion, for which no trade shows up in
the input-output tables for most of the sample period.

The structrue of some non-tradeability constraints implies the equality of the activity
leveLs of "construction" and final demand, "owner-occupied dwellings" and final de-
mand, and "printing and publishing" and "travel, advertising and promotion." We have
forced t.he activity level of indrLStry 39 (government royalties on natural resources, which
essentially pertains to oil drigging in Alberta) to follow industry 5(crude petroleum and

natural gas) to ensure there are no such royalities without oil drigging. A more detailed

docurnentation of khe data and their construction is available from the authors upon

request.

4 Results

The linear program was solved for each year from 1962 to 1991 yielding the optimal

activity levels and shadow prices for the TFP-expressions.

Table 1 contains the shadow prices of labor (in 1986 ~~hour), of the three types of
capital, and of the trade deficit (the latter four are in 1986~~1986~, that is rates of

return) from 1962 to 1991. Labor was worth at the margin á16.13 in 1986 prices in

1962. Its productivity followed an increasing trend until 1982 and then a bumpy road

ending at ~46.13 in 1991. The rate of return on buildings followed a downward trend,

dropping to zero in 1982, sharply rebounded in 1984, and then dropped again to reach
zero from 1988 on. In other words, there were excess buildings in 1982 and in 1988-
1991. Equipment was not fully utilized until 1983 and again in 1988, 1990 and 1991.
Comparing the evolutions of their shadow prices, labor, buildings and equipment seem

to be substitutes. Infrastructure had an increasing rate of return until 1974, much

greater tlran the other two types of capital, and then a declining productivity until the

end of our period. On average over the 1962-1991 period, a dollar increase in the trade
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cíeficit, allowed final demand to buy 64 cents. (Final demaud does not increase by the
full dollar because of the need to produce locally non-tradeable commodities for a given
commodity composition of final demand.) Its shadow price was pretty stable until 1981
and more volatile ancí somewhat lower after 1981.

Following the conception proposed in this paper, to consider TFP-growth as the surn of
factor procíuctivity growths where the latter are determined by the Lagrange multipliers
of the encíowment constraints, Table 2 shows TFP-growth by factor input. In the first
period, 1962-1974, TFP grows a healthy 2.6 percent a year.~ The second period, 1974-
1981, shows the notorious slowdown, in fact a negative TFP-growth of -0.5 percent a
year. The last period, 1981-1991, TFP rebounced to 3.8 percent a year. The brilk
of TFP-growth is at.tributed to labor, next to nothing to the trade deficit, and the
remainder to capital. In the first period the 2.61o TFP-growth consists of 2.4oI'o labor
productivity grow~th and 0.2c~c capital productivity growth, according to the first column
of Table 2. The latter is distributed very unevenly over the three types of capital, with
infrastructure picking up l.l lo, equipment none, and buildings pltunmeting by -0.9P1o.
The slowdown in the second period is ascribed to both labor (dropping to 0.5oTo a year)
and capital (turning -1.O~Io a year). Once more, infrastructure is decisive, explaining all
of the negative ptoductivity growth. The successful TFP-growth in the last period is a
labor story. Labor productivity growth was a dramatic 501o a year, offsetting a reduction
in capit.al productivity growth of lelo a year. Again, the latter is determined by the
product.ivity of infrastructure.

While Table 2 shows the composition ofTFP-growth by factor input, Table 3 decomposes
it into the three sources of structural change, namely technical change, the terrns-of-trade
effect and the shift in preferences. The first line of Table 3 is identical to the first line of
Table 2. In the first period the bulk of TFP-growth (2.6cío) is caused by technical change
(the Solow residual at shadow prices is 1.7`70). The TFP slowdown in the second period
is also ascribed to a downturn in technology. The recovery in the last period, however,
is due not only to a Solow residual (at shadow prices) increase of one percent, but above
all to an improvement in the terms-of-trade effect from 0.5 to 3.801o annually. It might
look strange to have some negative Solow residuals, albeit at shadow prices. How can
technology regress? There are at least two serious explanations to it. First, technical
progress does not show in the statistics right away. This is the argument raised by David
(1990) to explain the productivity paradox. It ta.kes time to absorb the new information
t.echnology and to use it to its maximal efHciency, just as it took time to adjust to
electricity at the beginning of the centtrry. Second, the final demand structure might
move in a direction so different from the evolution of the primary inputs st.ructure that
the production possibility frontier (Figure 1) moves inwards. Nevertheless, traditional

~According to Bergeron, Fauvel and Paquet (1995), Canada hit a recession from Januazy 1975 to
I`larch 1975, from ?vlay 1980 to June 1980, from August 1981 to November 1982, and Erom April 1990 to
Mazch 1991. We chose the breakpoints before the slump years 1975 and 1982 to compare productivity
performances as much as possible over comparable phases of the business cycles.
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Solow residual analysis would indicate positive TFP growth rates if the economy was at
the sarne time moving closer to the frontier.

It is interesting to contrast our measure of t.echnical change with the tradit.ional Solow
residual, which we have added to Table 3. The distinction of our measures is that
prias are endogenous, to ensure that they reflect marginal productivities, whereas the
traditional Solow r~idual is calculated using observed, market prices. It makes quite
a difference if one uses market prices instead of shadow prices, as the second and last
lines of Table 3 reveaL The market-price based Solow residual is fairly unbiased in the
period 1962-1974, but overstates the role of technical charrge in the periods 1974-1981
and 1981-1991. The ternrs-of-trade effect was far more important in explaining tot.al
fact.or productivity growth, particularly in the 1980s.

5 Conclusion
5tandard ureasures of TFP-grow~th hinge on the use of value shares, hence of factor
iuput priccs. Since the latter are presumed to match factor productivities, the standard
procedure arnounts to accepting at face value what is supposed to be measured. In
this paper we have det.ermined factor productivities as the Lagrange multipliers to the
program that maximizes the level of domestic final demand. The consequent measure
of total factor productivity growth encompasses not only the Solow residual, but also
terms-of-trade and preference-shift effects.

Canadian TFP-growth is U-shaped over the 1960s, 70s and 80s. The bulk of it is labor
productivity growt.h and the remainder capital productivity growth. Of the latter, the
infrastructure component is the main determinant. The hea]thy initial TFP-growth and
the slowdown are caused by technical change, but the recovery is due not only to a
Solow residual increase, but above all to an improvement in t.he terms-of-trade effect.
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Table 1: Factor productivities ( shadow prices)

Year Labor Buildings Equipment Infrastructure Debt
1962 16.13 0.32 0.00 0.20 0.71
1963 16.50 0.33 0.00 0.19 0.71
1964 17.46 0.26 0.00 0.22 0.69
1965 17.86 0.28 0.00 0.18 0.69
1966 18.28 0.28 0.00 0.18 0.69
1967 19.31 0.20 0.00 0.18 0.68
1968 20.38 0.21 0.00 0.17 0.67
1969 20.91 0.17 0.00 0.18 0.67
1970 20.40 0.19 0.00 0.23 0.68
1971 21.78 0.14 0.00 0.24 0.66
1972 22.44 0.08 0.00 0.28 0.66
1973 22.96 0.05 0.00 0.32 0.65
1974 23.24 0.01 0.00 0.47 0.61
1975 22.70 0.05 0.00 0.45 0.64
1976 23.61 0.12 0.00 0.37 0.64
1977 24.52 0.08 0.00 0.34 0.65
1978 24.83 0.07 0.00 0.31 0.65
1979 24.85 0.06 0.00 0.32 0.65
1980 24.60 0.07 0.00 0.28 0.66
1981 24.31 0.10 0.01 0.25 0.69
1982 29.66 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.57
1983 12.07 0.62 0.83 0.15 0.82
1984 12.22 0.49 1.03 0.11 0.81
1985 23.11 0.24 0.22 0.16 0.73
1986 20.09 0.18 0.83 0.05 0.72
1987 20.76 0.11 0.99 0.03 0.70
1988 44.11 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.31
1989 22.41 0.00 1.21 0.00 0.63
1990 44.33 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.32

1991 46.13 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.29
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Table 2: Productivity growth (annualized percentages) by factor input

1962-1974 1974-1981 1981-1991

Total 2.6 -0.5 3.8
Labor 2.4 0.5 5.0
Capital 0.2 -1.0 -1.1

Buildings -0.9 0.4 -0.3
Equipment. 0.0 0.1 0.3
Infrastructure 1.1 -1.5 -1.2

Deficit -0.0 0.0 -0.1

Table 3: Productivity growth ( annualized percentages) by source ofstructural
change

1962-1974 1974-1981 1981-1991

Total 2.6 -0.5 3.8
Techivcal change 1.7 -1.3 -0.3
Terms-of-trade effect 0.7 0.5 3.8
Preference shift 0.2 0.3 0.2
Solow residual at market prices 1.4 0.5 0.2
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